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Introducing high yield bonds

1 ICE BofAML Global High Yield Index. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. No assurances can be made that profits will be achieved or
that substantial losses will not be incurred.

The growth of the global economy has created many new
investment opportunities over the past several decades, with
wealth increasingly spread across the world. As a result, we have
seen the growth and maturation of many new asset classes, with
high yield bonds one notable example.

High yield bonds are issued by companies with a relatively low
credit rating, which may not have been able to access capital
markets in the past. The asset class offers investors a higher risk,
higher return opportunity than more traditional fixed income
markets, one which may prove attractive in a world where returns
can be hard to come by. High yield performance is largely driven
by coupon payments, with the global market delivering a total
return of 6.69% over the past two decades or so.

We believe that the key to achieving attractive returns within high
yield is to compound income and avoid capital loss. Investors who
do so can make the most of what the asset class can offer, while
seeking to avoid its principal risk – that of companies defaulting
on their debt.

High yield bonds can form an attractive part of a wider portfolio.
Chart 2 shows the annualised return and volatility for a range
of different asset classes over the 20 years to the end of March
2021. As you can see, global high yield bonds have delivered
a higher annualised return with lower overall volatility than US
equities. This will not always be the case, but it demonstrates the
robustness of the global high yield market.

Chart 1: Global high yield returns since 1998.1
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Key advantages of high yield bonds

1. Investors can benefit from high yield’s attractive income stream
and compound their returns over time.

2. An allocation to high yield bonds contributes to a well-
diversified portfolio. While high yield bonds are a high-risk
fixed income asset class, they remain less risky than equities.

3. Investors can benefit from the potential for capital gains in high
yield bonds to a greater extent than investment grade bonds.
Rating upgrades or positive market developments can lead to
high yield bonds performing strongly, especially during the
recovery phase of the economic cycle.

Chart 2: risk/reward profile of high yield bonds vs. other asset classes
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What are the risks?

2 Source: Default data from Moody’s as at 31/01/2021. Historical data since December 2001.

Default risk: The biggest risk involved in the high yield universe
is default risk, where companies fail to repay a portion of their
debt. High yield issuers tend to have weaker balance sheets
than investment grade companies and can be hurt more by
a deterioration in economic fundamentals. The key to successful
high yield investing is to avoid capital loss.

Over the last twenty years (including the Global Financial Crisis and
COVID-19 pandemic), the average default rate for US and European
high yield issuers has been 4.49% and 3.51% respectively.2

While default rates picked up as a result of the pandemic, they
remained relatively low compared to other periods of turbulence,
such as the bursting of the dotcom bubble.

Illiquidity: High yield bonds are traded “over the counter” (OTC)
rather than on the stock market, and this can sometimes make
them hard to buy and sell. This illiquidity can mean prices are
more volatile than those of investment grade bonds. As with
all bonds, any potential rating downgrade – threatened or
otherwise – can have an impact on the price of a bond.
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What does the global high yield market
look like?

3 AXA IM / ICE BofAML as at 28/02/2021. Performance numbers as of 31/12/2020. Market represented by ICE BofAML Global High Yield Index. Past
performance is not a guide to future performance. No assurances can be made that profits will be achieved or that substantial losses will not be incurred.

4 Source: AXA IM / Bloomberg as at 31/03/2021. (HW00: ICE BofAML Global High Yield Index). *Split of market value in USD million. Yield figures quoted will vary
in the future and are not guaranteed. The ratings shown are the linear average of the ratings for Moody’s, S&P and Fitch rounded to the nearest integer.

The international high yield market has grown significantly over
the past twenty years, and was worth approximately $2.6tn by the
end of 2020. There were more than 3,700 issuers, with the market
having produced an average annual total return of 6.69% between
31/12/97 and 31/12/20.3

As at the end of February, the average linear rating was BB3
with a full range of industries and sectors represented. Energy,
telecoms and basic industry accounted for the top three sectors,
with the insurance sector the smallest, accounting for just 1% of
the global high yield market.4

The high yield market by rating and industry sector*

Breakdown by RatingKey characteristics

Market value ($bn) 2717

Modified duration (yrs) 3.69

Yield to worst (%) 4.32

Number of issues 3779

Number of issuers 1589

Average linear rating BB3
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*Source: AXA IM, Bloomberg as at 28/02/2021. Split of global high yield market value in USD million. Yield figures quoted will vary in the future and are not
guaranteed. The ratings shown are the linear average of the ratings for Moody’s, S&P and Fitch rounded to the nearest integer.
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The US high yield bond sector is the largest and most developed globally. However, other regions have seen significant growth in their
high yield markets over the past two decades, offering investors significant choice and geographic flexibility.

5 Source: ICE BofAML as at 28/02/2021.
6 Source: ICE BofAML as at 28/02/2021. Performance is shown hedged in USD. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The ratings shown

are the linear average of the ratings for Moody’s, S&P and Fitch rounded to the nearest integer.

Chart 3: International high yield market by region5
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This development allows investors to access a diverse range of high yield opportunities today, with markets able to be blended to suit an
investor’s ultimate objective. In general, for example, European high yield issuers have higher credit ratings, with the region’s bonds also
tending to be shorter in duration, potentially appealing to investors concerned about rising interest rates.

Comparing US and European high yield6

US high yield European high yield

Size of market (USD bn) 1,470 516

Number of issuers 2,050 719

Average rating B1 BB3

Duration (modified to worst) 3.64 3.57

Yield (to worst) 4.36% 2.75%
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Investing in high yield bonds with AXA IM

7 AXA IM, as at 31/05/2021.
8 AXA IM, as at 31/03/2021.
9 AXA IM, as at 31/12/2020. Benchmark is the BAML Global High Yield Index. Past performance is no guide to future results.

We believe that a focus on compounding current income
and avoiding defaults is critical to achieving good returns in
the high yield market. Our deep-rooted expertise helps us to
achieve these criteria, with our team of 19 high yield bonds
specialists having an average of 16 years’ industry experience7

Worldwide, we now manage more than €17bn in high yield
mandates, part of our wider €541bn in fixed income assets
under management.8

We have been managing high yield bond strategies since 2002,
giving us experience across a range of market cycles and different
environments, including the Global Financial Crisis, Eurozone
Crisis, and COVID-19 pandemic. Throughout this time, our
repeatable and disciplined investment process has helped us to
deliver for our clients. Our Global High Yield strategy has seen just
19 defaults from 2002 to the end of 2020, for example, compared
to more than 1,064 for the index.9

A thorough investment process

We split our investment process into three stages, looking at
bottom-up and top-down factors across the whole of the process.
A robust and repeatable approach to investing can help to deliver
consistent investment performance for our clients. Please note,
however, that the factors mentioned below are not the only areas
we look at when investing.

1. Fundamental analysis

To begin with, we assess the risk of an individual issuer through
fundamental credit analysis. This involves assessing their
historical performance and projected financials, amongst other
areas. We also consider the macro context and industry picture
of the issuer as well as any secular or structural investment
themes.

2. Relative value analysis

At the second stage, we seek to identify relative and absolute
return opportunities. This allows us to compare risk and returns
across the whole of the market and identify areas which may be
attractive. We consider various criteria, including internal and
external credit assessments, industry classification and the capital
structure of the issuer.

3. Portfolio positioning

Finally, we seek to bring this all together in portfolio positioning.
Portfolios are constructed to benefit from individual credit
assessments with top-down risk management, targeting credit,
duration, curve and liquidity risk, amongst others.
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Our investment process

1 FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

Identify micro and macro risks
at the issuer level

• Business due diligence

• Financial analysis

• Liquidity projection

• Capital structure review

2   RELATIVE VALUE ANALYSIS

Evaluate pricing in current market
environment

• Internal credit assessment

• External credit ratings

• Industry classification

• Credit curve

• Capital structure

• Custom segmentation

Managing
risk

Assessing
risk

Valuing
risk

Understanding
macro economy

and markets

3   PORTFOLIO POSITIONING

Balance idiosyncratic and systematic
risk against return opportunity

• Interest rate risk

• Sector risk

• Equity-like risk

• Yield curve risk

The investment process described above is provided for illustrative purposes only, and no assurance can be given that it will be applied at any given time.
Please note that the investment process is subject to change without prior notice and cannot be considered as a reliable indicator of the ability of AXA IM
to manage and mitigate risks, nor can be relied as a guide to future performance.
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Our high yield offering

We offer a wide variety of high yield bonds funds, including global and regional specific investment vehicles as well
as shorter duration and low carbon products. The breadth of our offering allows investors to choose the product most
suited to their investment needs and objectives and gain access to all the high yield universe offers.

10 AXA IM, as at 31/05/2021.
11 J.P. Morgan Default Monitor as of March 1, 2021, AXA IM US SDHY Representative Portfolio stream (data prior to March 2004 is based on legacy portfolios

managed in the same investment strategy).
12 See AXA IM US Short Duration High Yield strategy, for example. Only 12 bonds were sold at a loss of more than 30% between 2002 and 2020, with

a further 18 sold at a loss of between 20–30% over the same time period.

Low carbon

We launched our US High Yield Low Carbon product in February
2021, offering investors a more environmentally conscious
portfolio which targets a carbon footprint at least 20% lower than
the ICE BofA US High Yield Index. The strategy’s carbon footprint
is managed through the selection of underlying securities after
excluding the most carbon intensive sectors, such as metals,
mining and steel producers, and most sub-sectors within the
energy and utility sectors.

As a fundamental credit manager, the investments will be largely
driven by our credit risk assessment and relative value analysis.

Short duration bonds

Investors may wish to consider our short duration strategies if
they are concerned about the potential for higher interest rates.
Shorter duration bonds are less sensitive to rising interest rates
and investors can have greater confidence about the repayment
of shorter duration debt as these bonds are typically redeemed
within five years at the upper end and so less subject to long-term
uncertainties.

Why invest in short duration bonds with AXA IM?

We developed our first short duration strategy in 2001, and now
manage around €6bn in short duration strategies.10 We have seen
very few defaults in our short duration strategies, with only two
defaults in the AXA IM FIIS US Short Duration High Yield strategy
between inception and the end of February 2021, compared to
643 for the wider index.11

Our investment team has a strict sell discipline and pays close
attention to worsening company fundamentals or declining bond
liquidity. This helps to minimise the number of bonds sold at
a significant loss (i.e. greater than 30%).12
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Product overview: high yield

Global High Yield

13 Inception date is since the change of the reference currency to USD of the I USD share class.
14 Internal constraint.

Investment objective Inception date

AXA WF Global High Yield To achieve a high income by investing in fixed and floating
rate securities, with capital growth being a secondary
consideration. Typical investors would seek a high income
measured in USD.

28/08/200813

US High Yield

Investment overview Inception date

AXA WF US Core High Yield To seek high income and capital growth by investing in US
high yield debt

30/09/2001

AXA WF US Short Duration High Yield To seek high income by investing in US high yield debt with
an expected life term or redemption inferior to three years on
the basis of the asset manager anticipations.

30/09/2001

AXA WF US Dynamic High Yield The Sub-Fund investment objective is to seek high income by
investing in US high yield debt. The higher risk tolerance and
concentrated nature of the portfolio, along with the CDS-
derived leverage (up to 150%) are targeted to enhance returns
in neutral and bull markets.

28/02/2014

AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield The Sub-Fund’s objective is to seek high income, in USD,
mainly through exposure to short duration securities of
US domiciled companies. The implementation of leverage
(maximum 200%)14 is a core element of the Sub-Fund’s
investment strategy.

31/12/2018

AXA WF US Low Carbon High Yield To seek high income by investing in US high yield debt with
a carbon intensity at least 20% lower than that of the ICE BofA
US High Yield Index.

29/03/2021
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European High Yield

Investment overview Inception date

AXA WF European High Yield To seek to generate a high level of income by investing in
European corporate bonds and bonds issued by European
governments.

30/10/2012

AXA WF European Short Duration
High Yield

The fund seeks to achieve high attractive income and capital
growth by investing primarily in high yield debt securities
with an expected duration of three years or less and which are
denominated in a European currency over a medium-term
period.

05/08/2011

Asian High Yield

Investment overview Inception date

AXA WF Asian High Yield Bonds To seek performance through dynamic exposure to the Asian
fixed Income market by investing at least 70% of its net assets
in debt securities issued in the Asian debt universe over
a medium-term period.

28/11/2016
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Key risks from investing in high yield bonds
The risks below refer to the specific risks of investing in the above mentioned high
yield funds, as per the KIID documents.

Counterparty Risk: Risk of bankruptcy, insolvency, or payment or
delivery failure of any of the Sub-Fund’s counterparties, leading to
a payment or delivery default.

Market risk: risk of variation of the Net Asset Value during the life
of the Sub-Fund due to market movements (assets price volatility,
widening of spreads) in general or in specific markets.

Sustainability Risk: Given the Sub-Fund’s investment strategy and
risk profile, the likely impact of the sustainability risks on the Sub-
Fund’s returns is expected to be high.

Operational Risk: Risk that operational processes, including those
related to the safekeeping of assets, may fail, resulting in losses.

Geopolitical Risk: Investments in securities issued or listed
in different countries may imply the application of different
standards and regulations. Investments may be affected by
movements of foreign exchange rates, changes in laws or

restrictions applicable to such investments, changes in exchange
control regulations or price volatility.

Liquidity Risk: Risk of low liquidity level in certain market
conditions that might lead the Sub-Fund to face difficulties
valuing, purchasing or selling all/part of its assets and resulting in
potential impact on its net asset value.

Credit Risk: Risk that issuers of debt securities held in the Sub-
Fund may default on their obligations or have their credit rating
downgraded, resulting in a decrease in the Net Asset Value.

Impact of any techniques such as derivatives: Certain
management strategies involve specific risks, such as liquidity
risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, legal risk, valuation risk,
operational risk and risks related to the underlying assets. The use
of such strategies may also involve leverage, which may increase
the effect of market movements on the Sub-Fund and may result
in significant risk of losses.
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Not for Retail distribution: This document is intended exclusively for Professional, Institutional, Qualified or Wholesale Clients/Investors only, as defined by
applicable local laws and regulation. Circulation must be restricted accordingly.

This promotional communication does not constitute on the part of AXA Investment Managers a solicitation or investment, legal or tax advice. This material does
not contain sufficient information to support an investment decision. Due to its simplification, this document is partial and opinions, estimates and forecasts
herein are subjective and subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee forecasts made will come to pass.

Data, figures, declarations, analysis, predictions and other information in this document are provided based on our state of knowledge at the time of creation of
this document. Whilst every care is taken, no representation or warranty (including liability towards third parties), express or implied, is made as to the accuracy,
reliability or completeness of the information contained herein. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the recipient. This material
does not contain sufficient information to support an investment decision.

Before making an investment, investors should read the relevant Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document/scheme documents, which provide
full product details including investment charges and risks. The information contained herein is not a substitute for those documents or for professional external
advice. The products or strategies discussed in this document may not be registered nor available in your jurisdiction.

Please check the countries of registration with the asset manager, or on the website https://www.axa-im.com/en/registration-map, where a fund registration map
is available. In particular units of the funds may not be offered, sold or delivered to U.S. Persons within the meaning of Regulation S of the U.S. Securities Act of
1933.

The tax treatment relating to the holding, acquisition or disposal of shares or units in the fund depends on each investor’s tax status or treatment and may be
subject to change. Any potential investor is strongly encouraged to seek advice from its own tax advisors. AXA WF Global High Yield, AXA WF US Core High Yield, AXA
WF US Short Duration High Yield, AXA US Dynamic High Yield, AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield, AXA WF US Low Carbon High Yield, AXA WF European High Yield, AXA
WF European Short Duration High Yield and AXA WF Asian High Yield Bond are sub-funds of AXA World Funds. AXA WORLD FUNDS’s registered office is 49, avenue
J.F. Kennedy L-1885 Luxembourg.

The Company is registered under the number B. 63.116 at the “Registre de Commerce et des Sociétés” The Company is a Luxembourg SICAV UCITS IV approved
by the CSSF and managed by AXA Funds Management, a société anonyme organised under the laws of Luxembourg with the Luxembourg Register Number B 32
223RC, and whose registered office is located at 49, Avenue J.F. Kennedy L-1885 Luxembourg.

Past performance is not a guide to current or future performance, and any performance or return data displayed does not take into account commissions and costs
incurred when issuing or redeeming units. References to league tables and awards are not an indicator of future performance or places in league tables or awards
and should not be construed as an endorsement of any AXA IM company or their products or services. Please refer to the websites of the sponsors/issuers for
information regarding the criteria on which the awards/ratings are based.

The value of investments, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Exchange-rate
fluctuations may also affect the value of their investment.  Due to this and the initial charge that is usually made, an investment is not usually suitable as a short
term holding.

Issued in the UK by AXA Investment Managers UK Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Registered in England
and Wales, No: 01431068. Registered Office: 22 Bishopsgate, London EC2N 4BQ.

In other jurisdictions, this document is issued by AXA Investment Managers SA’s affiliates in those countries.

Austria: The current prospectus of the following funds – AXA WF Global High Yield, AXA WF US Core High Yield, AXA WF US Short Duration High Yield, AXA US
Dynamic High Yield, AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield, AXA WF US Low Carbon High Yield, AXA WF European High Yield, AXA WF European Short Duration High Yield
and AXA WF Asian High Yield Bond – as well as the Key Investor Information Documents were published in electronic form on www.axa-im.at on and by deposition
at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main, as well as at the information centre and paying agent
UniCredit Bank Austria AG, Rothschildplatz 1, 1020 Wien, Austria. Investors and interested persons in Austria receive the prospectus in German language, the Key
Investor Information Documents in German, the fund rules (Fondsbestimmungen) and the annual and semi-annual report of the AXA WF Global High Yield, AXA WF
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US Core High Yield, AXA WF US Short Duration High Yield, AXA US Dynamic High Yield, AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield, AXA WF US Low Carbon High Yield, AXA WF
European High Yield, AXA WF European Short Duration High Yield and AXA WF Asian High Yield Bond Funds free of charge at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland
GmbH, at the information centre and paying agent mentioned above and on www.axa-im.at. With this information and paying agent, further information and
documents regarding the product may be examined as well as redemption requests may be filed. The issue prices and redemption prices are also available at this
information centre and paying agent and on www.axa-im.at.

Belgium: In Belgium, this document is intended for professional clients only, as defined by local laws and the MIFID directive, and is distributed by AXA IM Benelux
SA/NV, 1 Place du Trône – 1000 Brussels Belgium.

Germany: For professional clients only.  Not for retail investors. This is promotional material, not a regular mandatory document and is not suitable for any kind of
sales services, consulting or financial services vis-à-vis retail clients. The information in this document is exclusively addressed to professional clients who receive
this document directly from AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH/its affiliated companies. It is to be treated as strictly confidential. The recipients are not
allowed to pass this document and the information contained herein on to a third party, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of AXA Investment
Managers Deutschland GmbH/its affiliated companies. You will receive the latest prospectus in German, Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”),  in your
national language and the most recent annual and semi-annual report upon request free of charge and in paper form at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland
GmbH  Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main or from our distribution partners  or under www.axa-im.de.

Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden: The current prospectus of the following funds – AXA WF Global High Yield, AXA WF US Core High Yield, AXA WF US Short
Duration High Yield, AXA US Dynamic High Yield, AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield, AXA WF US Low Carbon High Yield, AXA WF European High Yield, AXA WF
European Short Duration High Yield and AXA WF Asian High Yield Bond – as well as the Key Investor Information Documents (KIID) are published in electronic form
online and by deposition at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main, as well as at the information centre
and paying agent. Investors and interested persons receive the prospectus in your national language or English, the KIID in national language or English, the fund
rules and the annual and semi-annual report of AXA WF Global High Yield, AXA WF US Core High Yield, AXA WF US Short Duration High Yield, AXA US Dynamic High
Yield, AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield, AXA WF US Low Carbon High Yield, AXA WF European High Yield, AXA WF European Short Duration High Yield and AXA WF
Asian High Yield Bond free of charge at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, at the information centre and paying agent mentioned above and online.
With this information centre and paying agent, further information and documents regarding the product may be examined as well as redemption requests may
be filed. The issue prices and redemption prices are publicly available every trading day and are also available at the information centre, paying agent and online.

France: In France, this document has been edited by AXA INVESTMENT MANAGERS SA, a company incorporated under the laws of France, having its registered
office located at Tour Majunga, 6 place de la Pyramide, 92800 Puteaux, registered with the Nanterre Trade and Companies Register under number 393 051 826.

Luxembourg: In Luxembourg, this document is intended for Professional Clients  only, as defined by local laws and the MIFID directive, and is distributed by AXA IM
Benelux SA/NV, 1 Place du Trône – 1000 Brussels Belgium.

Netherlands: In the Netherlands, this document is intended for Professional Clients  only, as defined by local laws and the MIFID directive, and is distributed by
AXA IM Benelux- Netherlands  Branch, Beethoven 500 – 4th Floor, Beethovenstraat 518 – 1082 PR Amsterdam - the Netherlands.

Spain: This document is intended for informational purposes only, and in no event is intended for retail customers and/or end investors. The information
contained herein is for professional clients and eligible counterparties as they are defined in Articles 78bis and 79ter of the Spanish Securities Market Act (Ley
del Mercado de Valores), it is presumed, therefore, experience, knowledge and expertise to make their own investment decisions and properly assess their risks.
In Portugal, this document is distributed by AXA Investment Managers GS Limited, Spanish Branch, has its registered office in Madrid, Paseo de la Castellana no.
93, 6th floor, is registered in the Madrid Mercantile Register, sheet M-301801, and is registered with the CNMV under 19 number as ESI of the European Economic
Space, with Branch.

UK: AXA WF Global High Yield, AXA WF US Core High Yield, AXA WF US Short Duration High Yield, AXA US Dynamic High Yield, AXA WF US Enhanced High Yield, AXA
WF US Low Carbon High Yield, AXA WF European High Yield, AXA WF European Short Duration High Yield and AXA WF Asian High Yield Bond are recognised by the
UK Financial Conduct Authority and are available for sale in the UK.
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